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Stamp Booking
He is so SUH-WHEAT!
As an avid scrapbooker—I take a gazillion photos. Because I am always the person 
behind the camera, I found that I had hundreds of photos that included everyone else 
but me. In the last few years, I have been making a change (you are NEVER too old to 
learn new tricks) and am now handing the camera to someone else—anyone else—so I 
can be included in the photos that I collect.

By CAthIE AllAN

Now I have photos of me with the 
important people in my life, not just 
photos of the important people in my 
life. I love this. My husband’s father is 
my “Dad” too, and I love the photos of 
myself with one of the “suh-wheatest” 
men in my world. I know these photos 
are to be treasured, so to commit them 

to a scrapbook page was simply bliss. 
I dove into my stash and found these 
wonderful fall images to embellish a 
very special page. Every season has its 
pleasures and this fall season will bring 
me more time, and of course more 
photos, with my loved ones. And, yes, I 
plan to be in some!

He Is So SUH-Wheat
Cathie Allan
Edmonton, Alberta

SUPPLIES: Canadian Scrapbooker 
Super Stock, Harmonie stamps, 
Clearsnap ColorBox ink, embossing 
powder, stylus, foam tips and 
Smooch, unknown acrylic paint, 
Cathie Allan’s Position-it, Scor-it 
Board, Tim Holtz die cut.
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1. Using dark brown Fluid Chalk and 
a harmonie pumpkin stamp, stamp 
smoosh over the entire surface of 
a 12" × 12" white piece of Super 
Stock.

2. Using a white foam tip and stylus, 
apply dark brown Fluid Chalk ink 
over and around the images to fill 
the page.

3. Use your Scor-it Board and add 
decorative scores along either 
sides.

4. Edge the page with a brown 
marker. Set piece aside.

5. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 on a 3 1/2" 
× 6" piece of Super Stock and set 
aside.

6. Clean the pumpkin stamp.
7. Using the pumpkin stamp and 

banana custard pigment ink, use a 
smacking technique (see Scraps of 
Info) to apply the ink to an 

 8 1/2" × 11" piece of Super Stock. 

Scraps of Info
To control the amount of ink you apply when using a white foam tip and stylus, load the foam 
tip and then off-load some of the ink onto a scrap piece of paper. By doing so, you will not 
saturate the Super Stock with ink and lose your smooshed images.

Scraps of Info
Keep your stamp pad well inked, so that 
your foam tip will stay in good condition 
when you apply ink to the scrapbook 
page.

8. Using a ColorBox stylus and white 
foam tip, apply banana custard 
pigment ink over the smacked 
images. you will need to keep your 
stamp pad well inked to avoid too 
much drag on your foam tip.

9. Clean your stamp. Using lettuce 
pigment ink and the pumpkin 
stamp, smack the image again as in 
Step 7.

10. Using your stylus and white foam 
tip, apply lettuce ink around the 
smacked images.

Scraps of Info
What is a Smacking Technique?
Apply ink liberally to your stamp. 
Then smack the stamp repeatedly onto 
the page—three, four, or five times 
in clusters until the image no longer 
appears when you smack the stamp. 
Re-ink the stamp and repeat.

11. Repeat Steps 9 and 10 with 
sweet melon pigment ink and the 
pumpkin stamp.

Scraps of Info
For this project I am using the 
ColorBox Petal Point Shabby Chic 
pigment ink collection.

Scraps of Info
When you re-ink stamp pads, you 
extend their life. When stamp pads run 
out of ink, we tend to use them more 
aggressively and wreak all kinds of havoc. 
Re-ink! Re-ink! Re-ink! Your stamp pads 
will thank you for it.
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Scraps of Info
Use the Cathie Allan Position-it tool to place wood-mounted stamps perfectly and 
precisely each time, exactly where you want them to go.

12. Iron with a dry hot iron to heat set. 
tear down the left-hand side of the 
page using a ruler or straight edge.

13. load the harmonie you & Me 
stamp with dark brown Fluid Chalk 
ink. Using the Cathie Allan Position-
it tool, stamp along the left-hand 
side of the page.

14. heat set with a hot dry iron and 
then pounce a ScraPerfect pouch 
over the page to make sure the 
area is completely dry.

15. Place the acrylic piece into 
the corner of the non-slip 
subpositioner. Use dark brown Fluid 
Chalk to stamp the wheat image 
onto the acrylic piece.

16. Place the page created in Step 14 
on the baseboard of the Position-
it tool. then place your acrylic 
piece with the stamped image on 
the piece where you would like to 
stamp.

17. Place the sub-positioner around the 
left-hand corner of the acrylic piece 
and slide everything into place in 
the corner of the main positioner. 
Remove the acrylic sheet and 
securely tape the project down 
onto the positioner.

18. Now use a very light value of 
the dark brown Fluid Chalk ink 
to stamp the wheat image while 
guiding the stamp down the sub-
positioner onto your project. 

19. Colour the images with your 
markers.

20. While your project is still on the 
positioner, run a ScraPerfect pouch 
over the image. then pour some 
embossing powder over the image 
to ensure everything is dry before 
continuing.

Scraps of Info
If after testing an area, some of the 
embossing powder sticks, it is still wet. 
Simply re-pounce with the ScraPerfect 
pouch. Any excess powder can be 
removed with a “Perfect Cleaning” cloth 
from ScraPerfect.

21. Ink the wheat stamp with frost 
white pigment ink, and stamp on 
top of the coloured wheat image. 
Apply white embossing powder. 
Remove from the positioner and 
heat set. In this manner, you will be 
able to keep your white embossing 
powder white instead of stained 
by the markers. this is one of the 
joys of adding the detail after you 
colour.

22. Repeat Steps 15 to 21 down the 
left-hand side of the page. Set 
aside.
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23. Using a tim holtz edge die cut, 
create a die cut from a white piece 
of Super Stock.

24. Apply sweet melon pigment ink to 
both the positive and negative of 
the die cut, using a stylus and white 
foam tip. Iron to heat set.

25. Score with your Scor-it All. Apply 
another layer of sweet melon 
pigment ink and emboss with clear 
embossing powder. Set aside.

35. Cut out image as shown. Use brown 
marker to add decorative lines. Set 
aside. 

36. Stamp pumpkin onto a scrap piece 
of Super Stock with a second value 
of dark brown Fluid Chalk, while the 
piece is taped onto the baseboard 
of the Position-it. Colour using your 
markers, and then re-stamp with 
chestnut pigment ink and emboss 
with cocoa bean embossing 
powder. With a stamp that has this 
much detail, your colouring will 
look much more professional if you 
put the colour in first and add the 
detail later.

37. Colour with markers and cut out. 
Set aside.

38. Cut out four 1/2" strips of Super 
Stock and apply sweet melon, 
lettuce, and banana custard ink to 
each of them on both sides. heat 
set with a hot dry iron. Edge with 
markers.

39. Overlap and “pretend tie” these 
pieces together by wrapping the 
pieces around each other and 
taping the back to hold in place. 
Use these as corner embellishments 
on your layout. Set aside.

40. Cut three 1/2" pieces of white 
Super Stock. Coat with chestnut 
pigment ink and emboss with cocoa 
bean embossing powder. Allow to 
cool and repeat.

41. Add another coat of chestnut 
pigment ink and emboss with clear 
embossing powder. this changes 
the powder to give pink overtones. 
Very cool!

26. Create a custom coloured mat, 
using your ColorBox stylus and 
lettuce ink to mat your main photo. 
Set aside.

27. Using double-sided tape, adhere 
the piece created in Step 5 on 
a scrap piece of paper about 1" 
larger than the original paper. 

28. Place this onto the positioner with 
at least one of the subs placed in 
the corner of the main positioner. 
tape the piece down.

29. Stamp the wheat image onto the 
piece, using frost white pigment 
ink.

30. Use white acrylic paint to paint the 
image and allow it to dry.

31. Stamp over top, using the wheat 
stamp and a second value of dark 
brown Fluid Chalk ink.

32. Colour in this image, using 
ColorBox Smooch luscious lime and 
sundance.

33. Allow to completely dry. test 
before proceeding, as noted in 
Step 20.

34. With subs in place, re-stamp the 
image with chestnut pigment ink. 
Remove from the positioner and 
emboss with cocoa bean embossing 
powder.

42. Repeat Steps 41 and 42 with die 
cut letters.

43. Assemble the page as shown. 


